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Project Description 

GNU Radio is an open-source development toolkit, capable of developing and simulating 

real-world radio systems. It is a modular flow-based framework, in which you piece together 

predefined functions and operations to develop your own communication system. Its 

infrastructure is written in C++, but the user-created systems and tools can be written in 

Python, ┘hiIh is ┘hat I’ll He doiﾐg. 

Here is an example of how a flow can be created. In this case, a sinusoidal wave is produced 

aﾐd theﾐ plotted H┞ the さTiﾏe “iﾐkざ[1]. GNU Radio also generates a corresponding Python 

script with appropriate classes.  

The FLEX-6400 is a SDR[2] where components and calibrations usually defined in hardware 

are instead implemented with software. Most of the RF[3] signal processing is performed 

with an API/Driver, allowing for greater flexibility in what channels and frequencies the 

radio is listening to, as ┘ell as easieヴ ﾏodulatioﾐ of the sigﾐal it’s tヴaﾐsﾏittiﾐg. SDRs can be 

reconfigured on the fly, essentially completely transforming its purpose with plug-and-play 

programs able to run on demand. 

As an illustration, the current format the FLEX API uses is shown below (taken from the 

SmartSDR wiki): 



It’s ﾏ┞ joH to Iヴeate these Ioﾏﾏaﾐds/responses in GNU Radio and Python to allow control 

and communication with the FLEX radio. 

Currently, The FLEX-6400 radio comes with an API, but it is restrictive due to the fact it is 

built with the .NET framework. Building a new API with GNU Radio would enable cross-

platform uses of the SDR – such as on embedded devices – opening many more 

opportunities to use its potential. This is what my project will be producing. 

Many examples of these uses are research projects that could benefit from the flexibility of 

GNU Radio and the performance of FLEX. One example could be OHeヴoi’s paper (Oberoi, 

2000), in which the authors outline how low frequency radio signals are the last truly 

uﾐe┝ploヴed aヴea of Eaヴth’s eleItヴoﾏagﾐetiI speItヴuﾏ. This is a Ioﾏﾏoﾐ ヴeseaヴIh pヴoposal, 
and one I believe could benefit from the inclusion of a SDR. For example, SDRs can be 

quickly and easily upgraded with enhanced features. This update can be delivered over-the-

air, meaning the desired radio settings can be adjusted with the satellite already deployed. 

Furthermore, GNU Radio is an excellent framework to create these updates, so a marrying 

of the two may prove very beneficial.  

Another more specific case is an experiment detecting how radio waves are altered when 

passiﾐg thヴough Eaヴth’s ioﾐospheヴe duヴiﾐg a solaヴ eIlipse, conducted by William Lloyd (Lloyd, 

2019). Here the author streams IQ data[4] from a different make of SDR, but it would benefit 

from the greater transmit ability of the FLEX-6400. It also provides a nice example of how 

the FLEX can be plugged straight into an experiment provided it has the drivers I plan to 

produce in this project. 

The general purpose of this project is a proof of concept through the combination of the 

FLEX-6400 and GNU Radio, but there are still some clear objectives that should be met at 

the end of the 13 weeks. These objectives are discussed in the next section. 

 



Project Aims & Objectives 

The project will be delivered in the form of a Python file/files with classes for each of the 

objectives. These files will be a merging between the generated GNU radio files and 

communication directly with the FLEX radio. The ultimate goal at the end of the project will 

be able to send and receive IQ data to and from the FLEX and my remote computer. 

However, there are few steps along the way to achieve this: 

• Discover and Configure FLEX 

The basic entry point of the project 

o Locate FLEX over TCP 

Discover and start communication with the FLEX Radio (Week 1) 

o Query Status Info and receive a Response 

Send a request foヴ the “DR’s Iuヴヴeﾐt status iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ aﾐd tヴaﾐslate the 
response (Week 2) 

o Set SDR parameters with confirmation 

Adjust “DR’s Iuヴヴeﾐt Ioﾐfiguヴatioﾐ settiﾐgs; Reケuest Iuヴヴeﾐt settiﾐgs, Post 
new settings, Request again to confirm change (Week 3) 

• Receive Audio data from SDR 

The main portion of the project. Requirements of receiving and saving of audio data 

and possibly visualising it (Week 4-5) 

• Receive IQ Data from SDR 

Another main requirement. Again data can be streamed and saved locally, this time 

in the IQ complex form (Week 7-8) 

• Transmit Audio data from PC 

Transmission of data will be an extension and if achieved it will be in addition to the 

basic requirements stated above. An audio file can be read and transmitted from 

local machine and is received by the FLEX radio (Week 9-10) 

• Transmit IQ data from PC 

As above, transmission of raw IQ data would be a nice extension if it is time-feasible 

(Week 11-12) 

The iﾐitial iﾐteﾐtioﾐ is to ha┗e a ┘eekl┞ ﾏeetiﾐg ┘ith ﾏ┞ supeヴ┗isoヴ to ﾏake suヴe I’ﾏ oﾐ the 

right track and the project is progressing in a timely manner. 

Throughout the project, a diary will be kept with the progress made that week and the 

updated goals for the subsequent week. Code will be version controlled with a GitLab. 

(Week 1 starts 8th February) 

# Acronyms or Terms Definition 
[1] Sink The end point/output of the signal flow 

[2] SDR Software Defined Radio 

[3] RF Radio Frequency 

[4] IQ Data A cartesian (instead of polar) representation of the RF signal, 

where both amplitude and phase can be modified simply 



Work Plan 

The current Work Plan has two main milestones; The Project Hand-in date on May 14th and a Midway Project Assessment in the week starting 

March 15th. The midway assessment is to evaluate how much progress the project has made, whether my project is still following my initial 

plaﾐ aﾐd ho┘ I’┗e de┗eloped peヴsoﾐall┞ due to the pヴojeIt.  

I will also have another two milestones, one for completion of the Discovery and Configuration of the FLEX SDR and one for the completion of 

Reception of the two data types. The two preliminary dates for these milestones are Feb 26th and April 1st respectively. 

Each of these milestones will be accompanied with a meeting with my supervisor and client to determine the success or failure of the task. 
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